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Political Communication 

Ages of Political Communication 
 

Defining Political Communication 
 Political communication is all purposeful communication about politics 

 This includes communication by politicians, communication by voters and journalists to 

politicians, and communication about any of these matters between third parties 

 This includes non-verbal forms of communication such as imagery, symbols, etc 

Early History of the Media in Politics 
 In the late 19th and early 20th century, socio-economic cleavages (class) led to the formation 

of mass political parties, which in turn reshaped parliaments into mass democratic 

legislatures 

 At the same time, new systems of communication and coordination changed the face and 

importance of the media: these included extensive railway systems, telegraph & telephone 

lines, mass circulation newspapers, films, newsreel, radio, and the rise of the advertising and  

entertainment industries 

 During WWII, there was total mobilization of the media for film, war reporting, national 

propaganda, censorship, etc 

 The post-war period saw the rise of Mass Society, including the welfare state, full 

employment, increased social mobility and international connections 

The Golden Age of Parties (1940s-1960s) 
 During this period parties formed the bedrock of political communication and activity 

 The party system was embedded in social cleavages (e.g. immigrants become attached to 

single party, as did class conscious groups), and many voters had strong ongoing party 

identification; this also meant that there was substantial policy difference between parties 

 Newspapers and radio were the prime media for informing the public, and as such a key 

political skill was public speaking on radio and in public  

 Public political debate was dominated by politicians and ‘experts’; ordinary people 

expressing views not so common 

 Overall, during this period political communication more or less subordinate to relatively 

strong and stable political institutions and beliefs  

Mediatisation of Political Communication 
 The media literally refers to the intermediating mechanisms by which communicators get 

their message to reach their audience 

 Today, the mass media has become the most important type of media, as it is generally 

necessary to get one’s message across to as wide an audience as possible 

 Because media coverage is never purely objective or unbiased, the media themselves are 

important actors in the political process 
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 The media are also particularly important as the mechanism by which the public can 

communicate to political actors, for example via letters to the editor, interviews, coverage of 

political protests, etc 

 The public sphere: place (real or abstract) where communication occurs between people in a 

‘Informatization’ of Reality 

The Age of Television (1960s-1980s) 
 Things began to change in the 1960s as television became an increasingly important political 

medium, with its very confronting ‘in your face’ visual impact 

 Compare, for example, Menzies 1940s radio style (‘beautiful speaking voice’) to Whitlam and 

the slick 1972 ‘It’s Time’ TV campaign 

 As party affiliations became less important around the same time, even-handed unbiased 

news presentation came in higher demand, and so became the mainstay of large TV 

networks wanting to maximise advertising revenues 

 News tended to become more focused on short-term sensations such as government 

blunders or political controversies, and less on substantive ideological issues 

 Increased importance of cultivating a good media image 

The Transformation of Visibility 
 Previously for an event to be public it generally meant that people had to share a locale, 

which meant that there was always at least some degree of or possibility for feedback 

between audience and performers 

 The rise of the mass media in the 18th century and later put an end to this, as now events 

could be witnessed by a large number of people who were not even there 

 The rise of television was another important shift, as it is a rich visual medium that places 

viewers in a direct and intimate relationship with the events they are watching 

 In medieval and early modern times, leaders were very seldom if ever seen by ordinary 

common people, both because of technological limitations and also in order to preserve the 

prestige and magnificence of their power 

 With the advent of photography and television, the visual appearance and body language of 

leaders has become much more important once again, though now to a wider audience 

 Modern politicians cannot really do without media appearances, as they rely on them in 

order to get elected 

 With more and more media scrutiny, politicians must be ever vigilant and more cautious 

about everything they so and do so as to prevent problems such as gaffes, outbursts, 

mistakes, performance backfires or misperception of audience reaction, leaks, scandals 

The Multimedia Age (1980s-present) 
 Marked by proliferation of media sources (cable tv and internet), with a much accelerated 

news cycle and increased competition for the most sensational coverage 

 Increased media competition has led to a relative reduction in pure political coverage, as 

news increasing has to justify itself against competing fashion, sports and celebrity news 

 Political parties: declining in membership and loyalty but are also becoming more 

professional, specialized expert machines to win elections 
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 Election campaigning: increasingly sophisticated and professional, heavily utilising the media 

and ‘perpetual campaigning’ 

 Electorates and identity: more diverse, less susceptible to single political messages, and 

hence need different messages for different communities 

 Media ownership: increasingly concentrated yet proliferation of media forms 

 Reach of the media: much wider, as all political parties and interest groups have to act in 

and through the media to have any impact on wider society; media communications are 

more ubiquitous, with a larger societal reach and greater velocity 

 Media content: news has thus tended to become more sensationalised, focused on scandals 

and human interests, and welded to entertainment 

 Politicians: increased media reach and velocity increased importance of policy packaging, 

sound-bites, personality, and physical appearance 

Professionalization of Media Advocacy 
 In recent decades, political parties and leaders have become increasingly dependent upon 

professional media managers to cultivate appearance and image in the media 

 A consequence of this is structuring one’s political activities and statements so as to 

dominate the media agenda and minimise the impact of one’s opponents 

 This has to some degree increased the adversarial spirit in the political arena, and led to a 

rise in the degree of negative campaigning 

 This could potentially undermine good policy making, which generally requires such things 

as compromise, complex and prolonged deliberation, and avoidance of stereotypes, 

emotion-based decision making and sensationism 

Anti-Elitist Popularization 
 In the past, much political discourse in the media was ‘top-down’, taking place between elite 

journalists, experts, and politicians, with voter interests and views reflected only indirectly 

via opinions polls and surveys 

 However, since the early 1990s, increased scepticism of experts and authority figures, 

declining role of political ideology as a legitimating factor, and increased competition in 

media outlets led to the rise in populism and audience-focus 

 As a result, call ins, interviews with people on the street, live audiences, and other such 

direct involvement have become more prevalent and important 

 In the post-modern era, communicators have to engage more with audiences and tune-in to 

their interests and preferences, including the use of more accessible language, solicitation of 

feedback, human-interest angles, sensationalism, populist format, shorter sequences 

Centrifugal Diversification 
 Cable television, the internet and other such technologies have led to a profusion of choice, 

leading to a splintering of audiences into more specialised niches and categories 

 This has tended to produce a dilution and fragmentation of political messages, as they now 

‘pop up here and there’ in formats not exclusively political, like sport and talk shows, to 

different groups of people 

 Some have argued that this has led to people picking up more information but without the 

ability to contextualise or understand it properly 
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Mass Democracy versus Network Society 

Recent Social Trends 

 Modernization: increased social differentiation and specialization, fragmented social 

arrangements, tolerance of diverse lifestyles and moral stances 

 Rationalization: increased use of procedure and formal mechanisms, appreciation of 

statistical and other forms of rigorous evidence  in politics, pressure groups, media, business 

 Economization: increasing influence of economic values and criteria into areas like sports, 

the arts and culture 

 Individualization: decline of the influence of groups like political parties, mainstream religion, 

workplace, family and neighbourhood 

 Secularization: decline in the respect and ‘reverence’ granted not only to religious but also 

political authorities 

 Aestheticization: preoccupation with style, image and appropriate taste in fashion, music 

 Informatization: new ICT changes many patterns of human interaction and organisation in 

government ,business and private life, with much greater importance of capture, storing and 

processing of information; information becomes the reality itself, the main issue of concern, 

regardless of the actual content of information (e.g. google) 

Changes in Mass Society 
 The early period of industrialisation up to the mid 20th century saw large populations of 

people moving into and becoming part of large scale cities and nations 

 Communities became based upon urban neighbourhoods and ethnic and class identities 

which tended to be fairly fixed over time 

 Citizens strongly embedded into local social clusters, with dense but limited social networks 

dominated by face-to-face interaction 

 This changed in the later part of the 20th century with the rise of telecommunications 

including TV, telephone and later computers 

 Communities of co-presence diminish with scale extension (internationalisation 

or ’globalization’); class and social boundaries less fixed and significant 

Networks versus Hierarchies 
 Hierarchies: lower levels are subordinated to higher levels, which aggregate larger numbers 

of lower units and use command and control through linear causation to control what lower 

levels do; the skills and activities of the organisation are ‘parcelled’ into discrete units 

 Networks: organization and information flow cuts through and across levels between nodes 

and hubs of nodes; network activities hard to predict (nonlinear) and depend upon degrees 

of connectedness and intensity of connection; organizational intelligence resides in the 

structure of the network itself, rather than in the individual nodes 

Putman’s Bowling Alone 
 In Bowling Alone, Putnam surveys the decline of "social capital" in the United States of 

America since 1950. He describes the reduction in all the forms of in-person social 

intercourse in America, including decreased voter turnout, public meeting attendance, 

serving on committees and working with political parties 
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 Putnam also cites Americans' growing distrust in their government. Putnam accepts the 

possibility that this lack of trust could be attributed to "the long litany of political tragedies 

and scandals since the 1960s" 

 Putnam notes the aggregate loss in membership of many existing civic organizations and 

points out that the act of individual membership has not migrated to other organizations; for 

example, although the number of people who bowl has increased in the last 20 years, the 

number of people who bowl in leagues has decreased 

 Putman blames a large portion of this on the media, especially increased television viewing 

Democratic Disengagement 
 These trends are visible all around the world, with established democracies everywhere 

witnessing a decline in vitality. The formal political systems are not able to mobilize the 

support and engagement of citizens as in the past 

 Even in a country like Sweden, which has in the past had consistently high voter turnouts,  

high levels of political knowledge, and impressive levels of involvement in associations of 

civil society, one sees a decline in political involvement and trust 

 On the other hand, there has been a rise in the importance and voice of non-traditional 

representative forms such as single-issue pressure groups, NGOs and internet action 

 One partial explanation for this is that in an increasingly complex and corporatized world, 

people are turning towards things that are of more direct interest and influence to them 

 With engagement becoming less institutionalized and political agendas becoming less stable 

and less predictable; at the same time, more individualistic forms of political expression are 

beginning to manifest, consistent with some of the social changes discussed above 

Democracy and Communication 
 These trends towards decentralisation and political disengagement may be problematic 

because of the crucial role political communication plays in democratic theory 

 The basic idea of democratic citizenship is that all people can participate in civic life and play 

an active role in the political process, along with associated rights and responsibilities 

 The following three things are necessary for democracy to work effectively: 

 Informed citizenry: Citizens must have sufficient access to political and social facts and 

debates to be able to make informed choices about civic and political matters. This 

information needs to be linguistically, physically and cognitively accessible to people 

 Loyalty to democratic values and procedures: tolerance, support for an impartial legal 

system, support for elections, and non-violent resolution of conflicts are vital. These values 

tend to have been reinforced in the media in recent decades 

 Identity as citizens: people must perceive of themselves as stakeholders, or citizens of the 

polity, not outsiders or subjects to be exploited 

Traditional Liberal Democratic Theory 
 Bourgeois philosophers like Locke and Milton developed theories of democracy that 

replaced the old divine right theories of government, and instead centred around each 

individual citizen making an informed choice among competing political candidates 
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 The collective opinions of private citizens form what came in the 18th century to be known as 

‘public opinion’, which originally was transmitted and communicated in coffee house 

discussions, newspapers, and public meetings 

 The role of the press was to “function as an instrument or forum for the enlightened, 

rational, critical, and unbiased public discussion of what the common interests were in 

matters of culture and politics” 

 The interaction that keeps the public in touch with and in control over the government thus 

takes place in the public sphere, mediated by the media 

The Modern Reality 
 With the advance of printing technologies, then the introduction of railway, radio, television 

and the internet, communications media have become ever more important in the 

functioning of the democratic political system 

 However, the extension of the franchise well beyond its initial restriction to middle class 

white males has produced a profound change in the nature of political discourse and the 

incentives facing media publications 

 A consequence of this is that politicians have become ever more mindful of maintaining the 

correct image in the mass media, and of managing media presentation in order to 

manipulate voter attitudes and intentions 

 In this sense, politics has become less about substance and more about style 

 This central role for the media has contributed to the decline of the close relationship 

between the upper echelons and ‘rank and file’ of political parties, as the party leaders must 

have a reasonable degree of freedom to manoeuvre in the fast media cycle without having 

to consult the base about everything 

 Modern day political parties have thus become nothing more than machines for collecting 

money necessary for media communication, and for passing commands down the hierarchy 

 Political elites seldom have the time to engage in mass ‘public education campaigns’ – rather, 

they engage with the media’s short time, limited time-frame to present sound-bites which 

generally just serve to reinforce view predispositions 

 “The media’s presentism shows no patience or understanding for politics’ slower pace. 

Instead it caters to the transitory opinions of the public and reinforces them through 

repetition. Media presentism insists that that politics immediately endorse the public’s every 

ephemeral whim” 

 One example of this is the creation of ‘pseudo-events’, which exist solely or primarily in 

order to provide press coverage and publicity 

 The changes in mass society and social relationships noted above, along with changes in the 

media, are argued by some as explaining the decline in democratic engagement 

Blaming the Media 
 Critics find that the increasing commercial pressures of the media's political economy foster 

sensationalism, trivialization, personal drama and sports metaphors. Scandal moves to the 

fore, while journalism and entertainment become blurred, undercutting the coverage of 

serious issues and fanning the flames of cynicism 

 Another theme put forth is that the ongoing differentiation of social worlds, the erosion of 

community, and the growth of consumerist culture, all serve to undercut political life 
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 The surging importance of television may have induced a heightened sense of insecurity 

about the world, propagated distrust of politicians and businesses, increased cynicism, and 

reduced time available for other civic engagements 

 They may, however, be advantages to such developments. For instance, the increasing 

porosity of the boundaries between the genres of news, entertainment, drama and 

advertising may result in discursive frames that are more accessible to broader audiences 

 The focus on the concrete, rather than the abstract, on persons rather than institutions, on 

events and incidents rather than on social processes, can also make the world of politics 

more accessible for ordinary people 

 There was initially great enthusiasm about the introduction of TV in 1950s, including the 

possibility for the enhancement of civic engagement and political awareness, and a new 

medium to educate on politics and policy 

Countering the Critics 
 Contrary to some critics, Pippa Norris’s TV Research showed that there was no very strong, 

clear relationship between TV viewing and political engagement; it was not how many hours 

watched but what kind of programming, with amusement programs having potential 

negative effects, while news and current affairs may have more positive effect 

 Other studies have found mixed results, and it is not clear that media overall reduces levels 

of trust in politics, thought it does seem clear that negative-focused media reduces trust and 

increases cynicism 

 More politically engaged individuals also tend to have higher media exposure, although it 

seems that negative attack-type political ads and news emphasis on strategy rather than 

substance reduces one’s sense of having influence and increases cynicism 

 Another rebuttal to media critics is that the ‘video malaise’ argument is based on outdated 

models of politics and society; although there has been a decline in older forms of civic 

engagement, there has also been a rise in new modes of political interest and action 

 Traditional political party-based loyalties, group membership, etc, have declined, but people 

are still interested in politics, just participating in different ways 

 Recent trends in political/civic engagement include diverse social worlds (less mono-

conformist), less deference to authority (anti-elitism), single policy issues as politics (not 

party or ideologically based), the rise of networks, and more fluid modes of action and 

organizational forms, importance of internet and social media 

 Putnam neglected existing studies, notably the sociological Middletown studies, which 

during the 1920s raised the same concerns he does today, except the technology being 

attacked as promoting isolation was radio, instead of television or video games 

Lifestyle Politics and Citizen Consumers 
 During the early 20th century, there was actually concern among some social scientists that 

individual reasoning and identity was giving way to collectivist groupthink, as with the rise of 

nationalist and ideological sentiments, 2-3 

 Since the late 60s or early 70s, this trend has dramatically reversed, in part due to the rise of 

globalization and telecommunications, 3 
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 There is now more of an emphasis on individual identity and personal meaning, and 

consequent rise of such things as talk shows, self-help, motivational speakers, 

multiculturalism, etc, 3 

 With identities more personalised and local, it is harder for traditional political parties and 

politicians to engage the public and portray themselves as relevant as they used to, 3 

 These trends have led to the promotion of public life, and hence appeals of political parties, 

less in terms of citizen rights, obligations, and collective interests, and more in terms of 

lifestyle-specific appeals, consumer service, individual freedom and expression, 4 

 Politicians increasingly respond to voters as corporations do to customers; using 

consumerist language and bottom-line policy outcome emphasis, such as the individualised 

tax cut calculator on the 2000 Bush campaign website, 4 

 Another growing trend is the permanent campaign, extending right throughout the time in 

office or opposition in attempt to maintain public interest and support in the polls; "The 

pressure to 'win' the daily news cycle—to control the news—has overwhelmed the more 

reflective, statesmanlike aspects of the office”, 5 

 This was not so important when collective identities were more pronounced and parties and 

candidates could more reasonably be expected to represent the interests of their 

constituency without constant direct appeals to them via the media, 5 

 Instead, today the legitimacy of the government and other political parties must be 

maintained through constant, direct appeals to relatively isolated groups of individuals, 5 

Contemporary Modes of Political Communication 

Political Advertising 
 Political marketing is marketing, that is the selling of a product, brand or idea, undertaken by 

political actors 

 But what is being sold: the party, specific policies, leader personalities, or ideologies? 

 There is always a tension in political advertising between informing and persuading; recently 

mainstream political advertising, particular TV, has moved in the persuading direction 

 Since the early days ads have become significantly shorter, more polished, and professional 

 There has also been an overall shift from ‘propaganda approach’ (imposing values/views on 

people) to ‘marketing approach’ (trying to tap into existing community attitudes and desires) 

 Rise of the permanent campaign: as soon as elected, start campaigning to get re-elected, at 

a great cost of time and resources 

 Some argue that these trends are negative as they emphasise spin over substance, whilst 

others argue that it is actually representative of increasing attention being paid to public 

opinion and voter interests 

The Impact of Political Ads 
 Iyengar and Prior found US ads were much less well liked than normal commercials; product 

ads were ‘generally truthful and interesting’, while political ads were ‘dishonest, 

unappealing and uninformative’ 
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 A 1979 survey found that half the viewer sample found Party Election Broadcasts boring, 

while 1990 survey found that party political broadcasts were less believable than virtually 

any other media source 

 Worst of all, negative advertising in particular is said to actively de-motivate voters; to 

contribute to cynicism about politics altogether 

 An Independent UK Television Commission survey of the 2001 election reported that 57% of 

respondents turned off or switched channels; only two percent found them persuasive 

 The combination of audience awareness and discount, coupled with consumer protection 

regulatory codes which require honesty in substantive product claims, have propelled 

advertisers away from ‘hard sell’ claims toward aesthetics; to attract consumers attention 

through the pleasure/entertainment value of advertisements 

 It may be commonplace for critics to complain that politics is sold like any commercial 

product, however content analysis shows that, at least in the UK, political ads focus much 

more on the knowledge function than the aesthetic/pleasure element 

 Overall, nearly 90% used popular genre to structure their messages. News/documentary was 

easily the single most common: 46% of all PEBs. Horror/thriller was the second most 

common (18%), reflecting the tendency to negative advertising. Comedy/spoof ads were the 

third largest category at 14%; romantic drama 7%, pop video 4%, 14 

Celebrity Politics 
 This increased competition for viewers and shorter deadlines for news led media sources to 

try to make their news and current affairs programs more appealing by incorporating viewer 

participation, celebrities, human interest, personal interest, sensationalism, less abstraction, 

faster temp, dramatic conflict and more entertainment aspects 

 People use individual politician performance as a shortcut heuristic to make decisions in the 

face of an increasing torrent of media information 

 The culture and norms of media entertainment favour personality over administrative 

efficiency or scholarly analysis, and therefore the former rather than the latter tend to be 

emphasised by politicians and the media 

 Because of this, it is important for political actors to engage in self-branding, acting as 

performers to present a relevant public persona: a ‘self’ revealed to others embodying 

histories, issues, interests, charisma and personal traits 

 Talk shows have become an increasingly important platform which permit politicians to 

speak longer and more openly than in typical news; politicians on these shows typically mix 

their political positions and policies with statements about their past history, personal 

convictions, circumstances, etc 

 Politicians must try to balance these conflicting demand of being both a seasoned political 

insider, an impressive special personality, and an ordinary person 

 Examples of individuals who really blur the celebrity/politician boundary include: Silvio 

Berlusconi, Tony Blair, Bill and Hilary Clinton, Benazir Bhutto, The Kennedys, Al Gore, Arnold 

Schwarzenegger 

 Some argue that this is not a new phenomenon, pointing to the ancient greek emphasis on 

oratory skills and rhetoric, and remarks by Machiavelli 
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 On this basis, some commentators argue that politics has always been an act, it’s just now 

played out on the stage of television instead of in court or in parliament 

Talkback, Community and the Public Sphere 
 A lot of comments on talkback radio are nothing to do with politics at all, but simply ordinary 

and mundane conversation 

 Listeners and the host relate to each other in a way so as to construct the feeling of a shared 

common community of which they are all members 

 Because most viewers never meet each other, it has the characteristics of an imagined 

community 

 This imagined community is then constituted as a public, with certain specific preferences 

and opinions that will be communicated by the host, and considered by politicians and other 

media outlets 

Infotainment 
 The classical clear demarcation between news and entertainment, citizens and consumers, 

information and fun, is too simplistic and oftentimes arbitrary; news is often diversionary or 

amusing, while entertainment is often neither of these things 

 The separation between news and entertainment has something to do with the turn away 

from populism and rising important of experts (e.g. progressive era, modernism) in the early 

twentieth century 

 Another important development was that media companies/presses became larger and 

more centralised, and thus had to appeal to a wider audience, thereby leading them to 

become less partisan and more concerned with presenting ‘facts’ rather than opinion 

 The recent breakdown of this somewhat artificial distinction has been partly spurred on by 

the increasing competition in the media sector with the introduction of VCRs, cable TV, and 

computers in the 1970s and 1980s 

 Hyperreality refers to the phenomenon whereby a simulation or image of something 

becomes more ‘genuine’ than the reality itself, or when you have "the simulation of 

something which never really existed” 

 Hyperreality is important in contemporary news/infotainment because something becomes 

news simply by being on the news, and discussion of it, images of the issue, etc, become 

more real than whatever any pre-existing reality was 

New Social Media 
 The internet is unique among political communication technologies because of its 

immediacy, huge scope in space, preservation of material over time, and blurring of virtual 

with actual reality 

 On the other hand, there are concerns about shallowness of engagement, lack of personal 

interaction, security and privacy 

 Networked Social Movements are collective action groups aimed at transforming values and 

institutions of society, and increasingly they manifest themselves by the Internet. Examples: 

Zapatista, Falun Gong, Environmental, etc 

 These groups generally share no particular class, religious, geographic or political orientation, 

only the shared interest in the particular value or goal they promote 
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 They are loose coalitions not nearly as long-lived or entrenched as the old political parties, 

but much more numerous because of low entry costs 

 The Blogosphere is partly driven by an apparent relentless push to connect (especially by 

pollies, celebrities): twitter and facebook are similar in this regard 

 Great demand for perceived ‘unmediated experiences’ between the viewer/reader and the 

poster, or even interactive relationships 

 Blogs are free of older control mechanisms (e.g. no editing of letters to the editor), and are 

thus a form of ultimate free speech and self-expression 

Governance, Democracy and the Internet 

The Need for Digital Governance 

 Given that voter turnout is in decline in most developed democracies, this raises questions 

about the legitimacy of their government and democratic processes 

 The most commonly quoted reason for not voting is that politicians do not listen. This is 

leading to a situation where citizens feel a loss of ownership in the democratic process and 

where the “representativeness” of elected assemblies is put into question 

 Instant reactions, as canvassed by opinion polls, telephone surveys and television call-ins, 

are no substitute for substantive, face-to-face interactions, as they do not allow time to 

think through issues and hear the competing arguments of others 

 The potential for technology to enhance democracy by increasing political participation has 

been the subject of academic debate for a number of years 

 To make this participation effective, not only has the government to convince the population 

that it is worthwhile taking an active interest in policy creation, but also it has to find 

innovative ways of presenting the continually accumulating amounts of material, without 

reference to which any contribution is likely to be of limited use 

 Computer-supported argumentation systems, may assist in this by enabling people to 

appreciate problems in their entirety and then articulate a reasoned solution. They impose 

structure on a problem by using visualisation techniques, as well as supporting 

communication and interaction between users of the system, and access to information 

Managerial Model 
 In the managerial model of interaction, ICTs are largely seen as a quantitative improvement 

on previous technologies 

 Public services will continue as before but will be made more “efficient,” where “efficiency” 

means increased speed of delivery combined with a reduction in costs 

 ICT technologies will facilitate the delivery of government services, but will not contribute to 

the democratisation of government or facilitate public input 

 Similarly, these technologies do not fundamentally change any of the types of government 

activity, only the particular ways in which they are done 

Consultative Model 
 In direct contrast with the managerial model, in the consultative model information is 

regarded as a resource that can be used to provide better policy and administration 
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 By utilizing the speed of ICT networks, governments can seek voter opinion on particular 

issues to guide policy-making, discovering what “real people” think 

 This second model contains some recognition of how scarcity of resources determines 

access to government. Consequently, publicly available computers (for example, in libraries) 

and feedback “booths” in public spaces are crucial technological elements in the desire to 

establish links between government and citizen, 

 There are, of course, concerns about the representativeness of opinions obtained in this way, 

digital divide problems, issues of what to ask and how to ask it, etc 

Participatory Model 
 While the first two models of interaction stress vertical flows of state-citizen communication, 

the participatory model conceives of a more complex, multidirectional interactivity 

 The participatory model contains a recognition that knowledge is discursive, contingent, and 

changeable—that it emerges through interaction 

 In one conception, online citizens will be able to make use of the information available from 

non-state sources to bring pressure to bear on government 

 Eventually, ICT  will help to build a new “cyber civil society,” which enhances the 

participatory potential for all citizens. Thus, the current limited set of interactions is merely a 

period of transition: the “real” cybersociety will be participatory in its logic and practice 

Feedback Politics 
  “Community engagement and communication is no longer an ‘add-on’ for governments—

they are critical to making good policy and creating outcomes. Communication and 

engagement are part of the policy and service delivery processes, and we cannot achieve 

our goals without them” 

 ‘Public’ services: increasingly customer oriented and consumer sensitive, with customization 

and personalization of delivery, less ‘one size fits all’ 

 Parties and politicians: strong demand for responsiveness and interactive experiences with 

politicians, and resultant new modes of politicians trying to connect with voters 

 Political information: comes from an increasing multitude of sources, and transformation 

from passive reception to interactive engagement with these sources 

 Connecting with society: previously parties were prime intermediaries (policy development, 

expressing concerns and aggregating societal interests, etc); now governments, parties and 

other political actors access society more directly  

 Lobbying: more important now than ever owing to increased complexity of issues and 

number of issues on the agenda and voices to be heard; also necessary for mass 

participation, as different interest groups replace parties as representative bodies 

 Polling: growth in surveying techniques outside election periods (perpetual polling), by 

which parties judge their performance, select leaders, respond to the press, and assess the 

popularity of actions and policies 

 Policy networks: mechanisms to address supposed ‘democratic deficits’, seen as a way to re-

legitimise governmental action following a breakdown in public trust, and also to help with 

information overload and huge complexity of issues; generate sufficient power and 

knowledge to get policy through via strategic partnerships and collaborations 
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Early Internet Political Campaigning 
 During the 2004 Democratic primaries, then-Governor of Vermont Howard Dean set the 

stage for what would become a phenomenal Internet campaign run the next time around by 

Senator Barack Obama with his use of Meetup.com to mobilize supporters 

 However, the Internet of 2004 was very different than that of today. In fact, most of the 

political controversies involving the Internet around 2004 involved battles to control domain 

names corresponding with politicians’ names 

 This evidences a “Web 1.0 attitude”, focusing on the ability to control a relevant domain 

name and use it to set up a website to convey policy and other information to electors 

 Consider for example controversies about the ownership of “hillaryclinton.com” and 

“kerryedwards.com”, and the “factcheck.com” controversy 

 Most cybervolunteering, such as posting a campaign electronic banner, in the early days of 

the web only entailed minimal levels of interaction; offering minimal interactivity is a way to 

give web site visitors a false sense of control 

 These early websites emphasized traditional activities (mail and telephone) over 

cybervolunteering; more specifically, 68% of candidates requested the placement of yard 

signs, compared to the 15% promoting web site banners, while bumper stickers (40%) was a 

far more common request than the electronic logo or button (6%) 

Plagiarized Participation 
 Plagiarized participation is defined as becoming involved in an activity through 

misrepresenting the words of others as one’s own 

 Despite this stigma on plagiarized participation, advocates (corporate and political) are 

regularly asking people to submit prewritten letters as their own 

 From the perspective of democratic theory, the encouragement of plagiarized participation 

is troubling. It is the ultimate in thin citizenship where using the words of others guarantees 

that little time will be spent contemplating politics 

 The result of this manufactured activism is that many letters to the editor are submitted by 

people who did not write them. In fact, an Arizona Daily Star editor estimates that more 

than half of all letters received are part of an orchestrated campaign 

 Many advocates also encourage plagiarized participation when they ask supporters to 

incorporate prewritten text into their personal correspondence with others 

The Obama Campaign 
 The Internet as it existed in 2008 (especially the new emergence of web 2.0) was a critical 

factor in Obama’s campaign strategy and ultimate electoral success 

 Part of Obama’s strategy was to let Americans get to know him and his family so he would 

not seem so much the unelectable outsider; hence is many online profiles 

 Obama also ensured that his efforts to reach out to the electorate were presented with a 

personal touch. Many emails from the Democratic party soliciting funds from donors 

appeared to come directly from the candidate himself, his wife, or his running mate 

 Obama’s online campaigns were exceedingly successful: he gathered $200 million of 

donations, half of which was from individual donations of less than $200, and recruited 

some 750,000 active volunteers 
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 What the Obama campaign achieved is striking in its simplicity, and complexity. Just provide 

the user-friendly framework and some flexible, downloadable software, and stand back 

  “For those of us running campaigns who have felt the frustration of trying to respond to 

someone who calls up and says, ‘Hi, I’d like to volunteer; what can I do?’ this was no small 

feat. Providing a positive response to such a call requires knowledge not only of what needs 

to be done, but also how it will be coordinated and/or managed, and how the activities and 

outcomes will be monitored” 

Political Professionalism 
 The traditional notion of political experts and professionals was that of salaried bureaucrats 

working full-time for political parties, experts in managing the organization architecture of 

the party, administration, manage state relations, gather consensus, etc 

 As these sorts of mass parties declined in importance in the late 20th century, they were 

replaced by the new ‘catch-all party’, which requires fewer bureaucrats to manage internal 

administrative questions, and instead requires many more media, polling and marketing 

experts in order to increase party appeal to voters 

 These new professionals are “technicians endowed with specialized knowledge”, and not 

merely experienced party ideologues. They tend to be trained in areas outside politics, with 

politics being only one source of their income 

 One reason for this change has been economic and social transformations which have 

reduced the pool of supporters from which mass parties traditionally drew (e.g. smaller 

working class for socialists, smaller religious  attendance for Catholic parties) 

 A second cause has been the increase in the importance of telecommunications, including 

TV, which has increased the prevalence and importance of centrally organised campaigns, as 

opposed to the mostly decentralised, largely amateur campaigns run in the past 

 Polls are another area in which professionalism is highly developed; today every potential 

political decision is tested against the judgment of public opinion by means of polls 

 Aside from increased computing power, another reason for this is the weakening of mass 

party structures, which has cut the parties off from the public, thereby necessitating 

increased polling to compensate. Society has also become more heterogeneous 

 Think-tanks also increasingly provide much of the research and thought behind the policy 

platforms of the parties, something that used to be done ‘in-house’ 

 Criticisms of professionalism focus on the diminished role for individual participation in 

substantive political debate, and the relegation of the public to passive consumers of media 

Questions 
 What key contrasts can be drawn between mid 20th century mass representative democracy 

and contemporary network democracy in relation to political communication systems? 

 How has political communication changed and developed since the end of World War Two 

into the contemporary era of media abundance? 

 In what ways have contemporary modes of communication (e.g. infotainment, marketing, 

new social media, celebrity, etc) impacted on political life and action? 

 In democratic polities does the idea of feedback governance better capture current political 

realities than the model of representative government? 


